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Abstract. An analytical solution is given to some multidimensional integral equation arisiig in 
inverse problems. For example, we solve the following equation Jsa h(s+ crlzl)da = H(z) VZ E 
R3 and similar equatious. 
I. INTR~BucTI~N 
The basic results of this paper are Theorems 1 and 2 formulated and proved in Section II. 
In Section I the problems are formulated. 
1. Let S be the Schwartz class of smooth rapidly decaying functions, h(z) E S. Consider 
the equation 
J 
s1 h(z + or)do = H(z), Vz E IF, r = 181. (1) 
Here S2 is the unit sphere. To this equation the following integral geometry problem is 
reduced: 
IGP: find h(z) from Ibe knozvledge of integrals Jfcz,,+,) h(s)& := g(z), Vz E R3. 
Here S(z, r) is the sphere centered at z with radius P. Clearly IGP reduces to (1) with 
H(z) = r-2 g(z). In [l-2] some other problems of integral geometry are studied. In [3-51 
the above IGP has been studied by a different method. In this paper we solve equations 
(l), (12), (13), (14) and (15) and the problem (2)-(4) analytically. The method we use is 
developed in [6]. 
2. Consider a Darboux-type problem 
Au -utt=O for r>t, zER3, iER1, t>O (2) 
~(2, r) = f(z) 
u(2,O) = 0. 
This problem reduces to (1): use the Kirchhoff formula: 
(3) 
(4) 
u(z,t) = ; J h(t + at) da. sa 
Function (5) solves (2) and (4). To satisfy (3) one has 
J h(+ + crr)da = 4m”f(z). S= 
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This is equation (1). Note that if condition (4) is dropped then the problem (2)-(3) has 
infinitely many nontrivial solutions (contrary to the claims in [7, p. 24231). 
3. Let us solve the problem (2), (3) and 
u(x,O . x) = g(x), 0 E S2 is fixed. (6) 
One can take 
u(x,t) = -& 
J .s= 
h(x + atpa + g ( J ;i”;; Sati(x + atpa > (7) 
to satisfy (2) and try to choose h(x) and g(z) to satisfy (3) and (6). Put 
h(x) = J v(X) exp(iX . z)d~, 4~2~) = J w(x) exp(iA . z)d~, J := J., . (8) 
Then (7) becomes 
u(x, t) = J dAv(A) exp(iA . z)y + J dAw(A) exp(iA . x) cos It, ic: = 1x1, (9) 
where the formula Jsa exp(iA . at)da = 4nsin(kt)/(ht) is used. Prom (9), (3) and (6) one 
gets 
f(x) = J Am exp(u . z)y + J dXw(A) exp(iX . x) cos(br), (10) 
g(x) = J dXv(ii) exp(iX . x) sin(y. ‘) + J dXw(X) exp(iA . z) cos(M * 3). (11) 
This is a system of two integral equations for V(X) and w(X). Let us consider the following 
equations 
Ra := J diia(A) exp(U . x) sin Ir = A(x), (12) 
Tb := J diib(X) exp(iX . ST) cos kr=B(z). (13) 
We will invert operators R and T analytically. It is also of interest to consider the equations 
&a = dila(ii) exp(iX . z) sin(M . x) = Ae(x), (14) 
TOb= dilb(X) exp(iA . Z) cos(kO . Z) = &(x), 
where 8 E S2 is a fixed vector. The solution to (14), (15) is given in Section 11.4. 
(15) 
II. SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS (l), (12) AND (13), (14) AND (15) 
1. Prom (1) and (8) one gets 
4n J dJv(ii) exp(iA . z)? = H(x). (16) 
Note that 
e=o 
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where jl(r) = (g)““JL+i(r), J ( is the Bessel function, Yl are the orthonormal in L2(S2) 
spherical harmonics, the bar stands for complex conjugate, P = ]c], I’ = z]r, 1x1 = k, 
X0 = X/k. Let IQ(~) := Jsl v(A)Y~(AO)~X’. Then (16) yields 
J 
00 
dkk sin(kr)jl(kr)vt(E) = rH~(r)(47r)-~P, t = 0, 1,2.. . . (17) 
0
If v~(/J) are found from (17), then V(A) = Czo VL(IC)Y~(X’) and h(t) = sv(X) exp(i)r . 
z)dA. Let us solve (17) for any e = 0,1,2. . . Note that JL++(kr) = cl(kr@ Ji,(l - 
t2)l exp(ilcrt)dt, cf := [2L+*I(fJ + l)I? (3)]- l, I’(z) is the Gamma-function [S]. Thus (17) 
can be written as 
J 
1 
c&(1 - P)f 
J 
O3 dkLC+lVt(H) [exp(ikr(t + 1)) - exp(ikr(t - l))] := pi(r), (18) 
-1 0 
where 
Pt(r) = rlmL&(r)(47r) -2i-L2i 
J 
2 -1 ;cL . (19) 
Let us define &(y) = ~$f(y), an analytic in C+ := {y : Imy > 0) function, and d,(y) = 
4f(-Y), 
J 
O” dkk’+‘vf(k) exp(fiky) := 4:(y), (20) 
0 
and its Mellin transform: 
M& := 
J 
O3 yb-14hddy := it(s), M4t(w) = &(s)C a = const > 0. (21) 
0 
Taking the Mellin transform (in r-variable) of (18) and using (21) one gets 
JL+ - 47 = j&(s) ql(s). (22) 
Note that ye(y) := 4f(y) -4;(y) = 2iS(kf+’ Vf(E)), S(w(E)) := SOW dtsin(ky)v(k), 
J 
1 
&(l - P)f(t + 1)-a = 22f-s+1 I(l- s + 1)W + 1) := tf(s) 
qze- S+ 2) > -1 
so that 
Therefore, 
&(S) = 22f-*+2e! 
1 
(ze-s+1)(2L-s)...(e-s+1)’ 
?f(S) := Pf(s)[tf(s)y; 
(23) 
(24 
and thus, we have proved 
THEOREM 1. If equation (16) has a solution, then this solution can be calculated by the 
scheme: 1) calculate pf(r) by (19) and f!(s) by (24), 2) calculate -yf(y) for’ y 1 0 by 
Melhn inversion of ‘if(s), 3) 
czo Vf@)Yf(XO) 
invert the sine transform and calculate k’+‘wf(k), 4) calculate 
V(X) = and, finally, h(z) = JdXv(X) exp(U - z). There is at most one 
solution to (1) in the class of continuous functions which decay as 0( Izl-“) for any positive 
m as 121 -+ 00. 
Actually the scheme outlined in Theorem 1 is rather flexible. For example, one can 
formulate the following observation: equation (1) is solvable in some class H of functions h 
iff the given function H(z) is such that the procedure described in Theorem 1 yields at the 
forth step the function h E ‘H. 
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It is interesting to investigate uniqueness of the solution to (1) in the class of functions 
decaying ss O(]z]-“) as x --) co for some fixed m > 2. The technical difficulty in this 1 1 
case comes from the fact that the function E’+’ me may be not in Ll(O,oo) under this 
assumption, so that the interchange of the integrals in the passage from (17) to (18) should 
be investigated and the integral &(y) in (20) should be understood in the distribution sense. 
2. Equation (12) can be solved similarly. Note that equation (12) is the same as (16) with 
E-%(X) := a(X), A(z) := (479~%H(x). 
3. Equation (13) can be solved similarly as well. It reduces to the countable set of 
equations 
J 
00 
dkPb&)j&) co9 kr = &(r)(47r)-li-~, L = 0, 1, . . . , (25) 
where &(P) := I, B(r, z~)&(x~)~x~. Using the same idea as in Section 1 we get 
J 
1 
&( 1 - P)l J w dk.k2+tb~(k) [exp(ikr(t + 1)) + exp(ikr(t - l))] = qt(r), (26) -1 0 
where qt(r) := B~(r)(47r)-1i-Lc;1r-L ($)“” 2. Define q:(y) := sooo dkk2+‘b~(k)exp(iky). 
Take the Mellin transform of (26) in T to get 
J 
1 
Yf(S) := $ + fj; = &Lt;l te(s) := &(l - P)l(t + 1)-S. (27) 
-1 
Here it(s) = 22L-“+2e!~2,_,+,)(2(~~~,,.~~_~+~~. If ?l(s) is found, one Mellin inverts +1(s) 
and finds q:(y) + $(y), then k2+fbf(k) by inverting the cosine transform, then bf(k) and 
b(X) = CEO b&ye(P), A = LAO, )A) = k. 
4. Equations (14) and (15) can be treated similarly. Consider (14). Choose the coordinate 
system with xs axis along ~9. Write (14) as, with J = JR3, 
J dXa( A) [exp( iX a 2 + iJcx3) - exp(iA . z - ikx~)] = A(z) := 2iAo(x). (23) 
Let A.(p) := (27r)-3 s exp(-ip . x)A(x)dx, p = (ji, ps), ji := (~1, ~2). Fourier transform (28) 
to get, with K: := (fi2 + Xi)li2, 
J O” &[4P, x3)qb + 6 - P3) - 4k~3)q~3 - K: - /-4l = 44. (29) --oo 
If ~3 > 0 then Xs < K: + /.~s and using the formula 6(4(X3) - 11s) = a(< - us)]@]-’ 
where d(t) = ~3, 4(t) := < + dm, one gets a@,[) = A(j,~s)~+ /$ where E := 
+= 
(~f+~)/(2~3). C iven any real < one finds a unique ~3 > 0 by the formula ~3 = <+&v, 
so a#,<) = A@,[ + dm)cs for all fi E R2 and all < E R’. If ~3 < 0 then 
a similar argument yields rr(fi,t) = -A&t - m).$$$. Thus a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the solvability of (14) is 
([ + djK?%J(/G + d_) = A(fiJ - d_)(< - @-z) V$ E H2, < E H’. 
(30) 
If (30) holds then (14) is uniquely solvable and its solution is 
Therefore, we have proved, with 0 = es, X = (Xi, X2, Xs): 
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THEOREM 2. Equation (14) has at most one solution in L1(R3) and in L2(R3). The solution 
exists iff (30) holds. If (30) holds then the solution to (14) is a(X1, AZ, A3) = A(A1, X2, A3 + 
[Al)w where(X( = (A:+Xij+X,) 2 l12. Equation (15) has at most onesolution in L’(R3) and 
in L2(R3). &JSoktiOn b(X) ex;stSjff~(Xl,)r2,X3+IX()(Xs+(~I) = ~(~1,X2,~3-(x()(I~I-~3) 
and if this condition holds then the solution to (15) is b(A) = B()rl,&,As + #w. 
Here B(z) := Z&(z). 
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